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Internet Of Things (Iot): A Critical Review
Taran Singh Bharati
Abstract: Nowadays heterogeneous devices are connected together via internet. So many services can be availed and initiated from the hand held
devices. You can book tickets, banking, check the traffic, clear your dues, get certificates from the municipality etc. Because of heterogeneity nature of
devices there are many issues in IoT like coordination and control, data management, scalability, interoperability, security. In IoT many (sensing) devices
keep recording and sending the data to control room for analysis and decision making. This paper lets you feel what IoT is and what are its main issues
and challenges.
Index Terms: Security, Privacy, IoT, Threats, IoT Technologies, IoT Framework, IoT Architecture
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

THE internet of things is a kind of network which is created
by the different devices performing separate tasks for some
common purposes. These devices (sensors) may be
camera installed at various locations in the city to monitor
the city traffic, metrological department, civic agencies,
banks, various sensors, people, and mobile phones, traffic
police, civic agencies etc. These devices perform
ubiquitous and pervasive computing. However there is no
single definition of IoT. Several organizations (CCSA, ITUT, EU FP7 CASAGRAS, IETF etc.) have given their
definitions. The uncontrolled environment (mobility,
accessibility, and trust), heterogeneity, scalability, mobile,
diversity,
intimacy,
interdependence
myriad,
unattendedness and limited resource power are the
comprehensive perception, reliable transmission, and
intelligent processing are some of the properties or features
or characteristics of the IoT [2, 10, 11]. The main tasks
which are performed in IoT are object identification,
triggering an action, object sensing, and identification of
objects [4]:

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Figure1: IoT overview
v)
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IoT Technologies
The following ingredients are required to deploy the
IoT based devices:
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification): This is one of
the main constituents of IoT and it it is small chip [5]
like adhesive sticker which receives as well transmits
the signals. RFID comprise readers and tags. It lets
us allow direct automatic identification and date
capturing using radio waves, tag, and reader. FRID
tags can passive or active depending on whether
power supply is available or not. They support
sensing, communication, and computation in passive
systems.
WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks): This is network of
spatially distributed autonomous sensors. Their role
is to provide the tracking the status of the location,
temperature, movement etc. of the RFID objects.
Sensing nodes of a sensor network send data to
their sinks.
Middleware: A software layer developed to hide the
different technologies’ complexity and it makes
communication simpler. It architecture prosed is
service oriented architecture (SOA).
Cloud Computing and Fog Computing for IoT: It is a
computing model for accessing the pool of resources
on demand. The resource may be computers,
networks, servers, storages, applications, services,
software etc. With respect of IoT cloud computing
has many issues [19] like synchronization,
standardization,
balancing,
reliability,
and
management. With the help of fog computation the
extension of cloud computing services to the
proximity of the users with better performance. Fog
computation has the dome of the features such as
location, distribution, scalability, mobility support,
real-time interactive services, standardization, and
on the fly analysis.
IoT Application Software: Software to develop the
various industry-oriented applications. It gives all
facilities for the same.

1.2
Evolution of IoT Technologies
The development of IoT technologies i.e. RFID, WSN,
Smart things, Network, Software and algorithms, Hardware,
Data processing etc. , have a span of time [16] and the
same can be summarize as:
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Technology

Time
Span

RFID

1999 ~

WSN

2005 ~

Smart Things

2012 ~

IoT

2017 ~

Description
Passive identification, wireless
networks
WSN, Cloud computing,
Web2.0,low energy
communication
Mobile computing, cooperating
operations of objects,
connecting devices
Advanced sensor fusion, faster
wireless connectivity, predictive
analysis
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Sensors

ISO/IEC JTC1 SC31 and ISO/IEC, sensor
interfaces: IEEE 1451.x EPC global, JTC1
WG7, etc.

Network
Management

ZigBee Alliance, ITU-T SG2, IETF SNMP
WG etc.

Middle
QoS

ITU-T SG 16 ,ISO TC 205,
IETF, ITU-T

2.. IoTFRAMEWORK

1.3 Enabling Technologies
i)
Identification and Tracking: RFID because of the
capability of RFID can be used in object tracking.
There are some related to it i.e. collision,
interferences, privacy protection, standards, and
integration.
ii) Integration of WSN and RFID: Integration of many
technologies like WSN, Communication, Networks,
RFID etc. make IoT more useful to the industry,
healthcare, decision making, smart city or smart
rehabilitation centre systems.
iii) Communications: Different devices of different
specification communicate through network.
iv) Networks: various wireless mesh networks, ad Hoc
networks, or cross layer protocols for wireless
networks exist.
v) Service Management: To meet the requirements of
the users, management for implementation of
services is required.
vi) Security and Privacy: essential for confidentiality,
authentication and availability of state of art services.

The IoT can be visualized as internet centric and things
centric a framework that combines the ubiquitous sensing
devices and applications framework [3] is more flexible and
scalable as it utilizes the whole power of cloud computing.
As can be seen in below figure cloud merges to let us get
scalable storage tools and computation time. This can be
used in health, surveillance of objects to trace the route, to
monitor the environment to make sure that that how much it
is contaminated and how can it be restored. In
transportation new routes can be identified to decongest the
city for comfortable journey. On cloud things can be hired
and therefore there is no need to invest in owing hardware,
platform, and services. It can be paid for what we have
used it. Wireless sensor network connects various sensors
which sense, collect and transfer information to their control
rooms for further analysing the data for prediction.

1.4 Standards
Standardization of interface and middleware are important.
Focus is now on designing policies and distributed
architecture, ensuring the privacy and protection of users,
realization of trust, acceptability, and security of network,
development of standards, and exploring the new enabling
technologies i.e. micro-electronic-mechanical system
(MEMS) devices and ubiquitous location. Some of the main
standards [16] are summarized below:
Technology

Standards

Communication

IEEE 802.15 for ZigBee, WLAN, Bluetooth,
IEEE 1888,
wireless body area network, 4G UWB ,
IPv6, etc.

RFID

RFID tag ISO 11785, air interface protocol,
mobile RFID payment, Smart card, etc.

Data Content and
Encoding

EPC global electronic protocol code,
global physical markup language, global
object naming service

Electronic Product
code

Auto-ID, serial shipping container code,
global location number, global trade
identification number etc.

Figure2: A generic framework of IoT

3

ARCHITECTURE OF IoT

The layered architecture in context of IoT has five layers
named business, application, middle, network, and
perception layers [4, 22, 26, 28] as shown in figure 3:
i)
Business Layer: It receives the information from the
application layer. This layer for analysing the
information may build the business model, use flow
graphs, graphs etc. It also decides the success rate
and future plans of the business. This manages all
kinds of such tasks.
ii) Application Layer: This does the overall object model
on the basis of information received from the middle
ware. The applications can be smart health, city,
intelligent transport, and military and social sites’
operations.
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iii)

iv)

v)

Middleware Layer: It transports data from sensor to
control rooms for processing the information safely. It
serves the requests taken from the network layer.
There is data base which may be used if needed to
perform ubiquitous computing and decision making
about the results. The SOA architecture of IoT has
applications,
service
management,
service
composition, object abstraction objects [5]. Apart
from this it needs a trust, privacy, and security
management.
Network Layer: This layer sends data from sensor to
information processing systems through a wired and
wireless medium.
Perception Layer: This keeps the physical objects
and sensors and deals in the object identification.
This collects information from the sensor to the
network layer.

vi)

Energy efficient sensing: efficient methods to sense,
collect, and monitor the heterogeneous data
collected from various sensing sensors.
vii) Architecture: Architecture which can meet and
handle requirement needs to be developed.
viii) Quality of Service: These networks provide multiple
services hence their delay, bandwidth, elastic traffic,
throughput, sampling rates, noise must not be
degraded.
ix) New Protocols: Protocols are the backbone of the
IoT at many levels for various services. So energy
efficient protocols must be designed at Mac layer
and for routing. Ordinary MAC, TDMA, CSMA. FDMA
etc. protocols are not directly applicable to IoT.
x) GIS based Visualization: the 3D visualization
techniques are required rather LCD, LED, CRT etc.
xi) Cloud Computing: Integrated IoT and cloud
applications are creating very attractive environment
to provide various services, platform, and services to
multiple stack holders.
xii) International Activities: It is getting the popularity all
over the world across all sections of the society,
industry, academia etc.
Paper
No.
[6]

[7]

[8,9]

Challenge

Parameters

Problems
at
different layers of
TCT/P
Security, privacy
and trust

MTU, multicast efficiency,
mesh routing, caching,
resource discovery, security
Authentication
and
confidentiality,
access
control
Identity management, fault
tolerance,
trust
and
governance,
privacy,
protocol
and
network
security, and resilience

Security
privacy

Figure3: IoT Architecture
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and

CHALLENGES IN IOT DEVELOPMENTS

Some of the open issues are standards, mobility support,
transport protocols traffic characterization and Q0S support,
data integrity, privacy, addressing and networking ,and
digital forgetting [1, 4, 5, 13]:
i)
Data Management Challenges: IoT devices gather
data from various devices for processing and storing.
This data may in heterogeneous form and handling
must be managed in appropriate manner without
hampering of the date and without creating the
obstruction the working of various devices.
ii) Data Mining Challenges: Since data is huge so
specialized mining tools may be required for
analysis.
iii) Privacy Challenges: during the operation privacy
must be maintained. Sometimes some personal
information about any person is to be transferred,
and then it must be kept confidential.
iv) Security Challenges: as number of devices increases
the, some threats and risks of sending correct data,
also increase. Object identification, authentication
and authorization are also challenges.
v) Chaos Challenges: lot of devices are connected and
they communicate each other for sharing the
information. It may cause traffic jam and wastage of
channel bandwidth. So congestion control and
proper routing must be employed.

5. IoT Security
There are lot of vulnerabilities in IoT because of its nature
of network [8, 9, 12]. The security requires resilience to the
attacks, access control, data authentication, and client
privacy. Some privacy enhancing measures i.e. virtual
private network, transport layer security, onion routing, DNS
security extensions, , and private information retrieval and
some state regulation and legal course of action are
proposed. Since most of the time its IoT devices are kept
unattended (physical protection is needed), communication
is wireless, and its devices has limited resources, hence
complex measures are difficult to be enforced [13, 27, 29]:
i)
Object Identification and Locating in IoT: for unique
identification of objects in the IoT network there is
needed ONS (object network system) like the DNS is
required. The name data networking (NDN) and FIA
(Future Internet Architecture) are proposed.
ii) Data integrity and Authentication Authorization in
IoT: Messages should be unhampered and seen by
the intended.
iii) Privacy, trust, and data confidentiality: Behaviour of
user while he was connected to IoT network is
collected to ensure that he was a routing user or
someone else. Lack of authentication, transport
protection, access control, insecure software etc.
iv) Light Weight Cryptosystems and Security Protocols:
various resources including precious data is
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available for sharing and further processing. Hence
such important resources are protected by
cryptosystem and appropriate protocols should be
laid down for the same.
v) Software Vulnerability and Backdoor Analysis: there
could be many weakness and exploitation or
breaches into system security. These breached must
be sealed so that penetration can be avoided.
vi) Malware: There are unwanted programs mainly
written for harming or knowing the plans for business
opponents. They sometimes consume our system
resources and sometime crash or corrupt the
hardware parts of our system. A good quality antivirus, anti-spammer etc. must be installed to stop
them.
vii) Android Platform: Most of the mobile devices
available today are Android platform based. Hence
more and more smart devices and smart applications
are developed to interact with these devices.
There are some security requirements [19, 30] of IoT;
privacy enhancing technologies VP,. Apart from the
requirements there are some issues in privacy regulations
also; determination of privacy infringements, quality of data
and context, identification of transparency and data
minimizing, interoperability and connectivity. Interoperability
is defined as the freedom to components to work together
and can adjust itself so as to fit in the desired situation.
They can be technical and cross-domain interoperability.

A. Attacks and Vulnerabilities
Different types of attacks at different layers like tress pass,
snooping in personal data, DoS, and impersonation, are
main treats to the security. These threats and vulnerability
can be controlled by using cryptosystems, scanning,
intrusion detections, and antiviruses, i.e. Diffie-Hellman,
RSA, ECC, digital signature, and Hash function etc.
methods. Attacks are classified as active or passive and
some of the treats of IoT are depicted in below figure:
integrity,key
managemeny,
confidentiality
reverser engg,
data
tamperingz

Threats of
IoT

addressing
and naming
methods

category

Attack
Tampering,
skimming,
eavesdropping,
analysis of traffic
cloning,
spoofing, replay,

Result

Blocking

DoS, Malware,
jamming

Confidentiality
divulging

privacy

Group and
individual

Confidentiality
divulging

Gathering

Imitation

injection, DoS,
spoofing

Different categories of attacks have been proposed [43] i.e.
gathering, imitation, blocking, privacy

Confidentiality
divulging

Solution
Steganography
and
cryptosystems,
CRC, MAC
Anti-virus, antijammer, firewall
Data
transmission,
digital signature
Distortion, data
disclosures,
equivocation

Man_in_the_middle, eavesdropping are of low to medium
risk treats and gathering, privacy, interruption, imitation and
routing diversion are of high risk threats, security threats at
different layers, and fabrication, DoS, and blocking are of
extremely high risk threats [17,18, 24, 31, 33]. Some of the
threats and mitigation are listed below:
Threats
Eavesdropping
Replay attack
Tag cloning
Tracking people
Blocking
Jamming
Physical
Tag
damage

Risk Mitigation
shielding the tag, short range tags
shielding the tag, short range tags, data
encryption
Authentication of tag
Air interface, Tag
Air interface, Tag
Tag

A. Security Mechanism
A systematic and cognitive approach [Sfar AR, Natalizio E,
et. al., 14] is proposed tetradedrone-based method which
has four nodes person, intelligent object, process, and
technological eco system. The intelligent objects control the
humans, sensors, RFID tags, system software, computers,
communication protocols, and network equipment. The
connections connecting to these nodes are dynamic and
represent the conflict and co-operation between nodes.
These edges represent trust, reliability, responsibility, autoimmunity, safety, and identification and access control.

5
authorization,
authenticatio
n privacy and
access control
provioning

Confidentiality
divulging
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IoT APPLICATIONS

IoT may be used in transport and smart environments
domain, logistics domain, health domain, personal and
social domain, and futuristic applications domain [5, 11, 18].
They can be grouped into following categories:
i) Monitoring and Control: it collects the various data
from various devices of their usage i.e. usage to
control and monitor the performance of the
devices. They can sense and control the location of
devices, fleet management, traffic information
system, environment sensing, remote sensing, and
remote medical monitoring.
ii) Big Data and Business Analytics: IoT devices and
machines are embedded together with sensors and
actuators which as a result generate enormous
amount of date. For a business prospect this huge
data has to be analysed for setting the new
business goal fulfilment.
iii) Information Sharing and Collaboration: people can
collect and send information through devices
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connected in Io network. There can be
collaboration between the people and sensors.
iv) Ad Hoc Networking: They are self-organized
networking capability and operate to provide the
services.
v) Secure Communication: It can create a secure
channel to communicate between objects and
service or IoT terminal based on service
requirements.
vi) Smart homes, health care, and business
management.

6

[11].

[12].

[13].

CONCLUSIONS

This paper surveys the IoT standards, technology,
architectures, and enabling technologies of the IoT with
special attention of security, privacy, and trust aspects.
Various techniques and ways are described and analysed
on the basis of important parameters. Treats, attacks and
vulnerabilities of various levels are analysed.

[14].
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